Analysis of Cerber Ransomware
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Symptoms of compromise
The following symptoms were observed on a computer compromised by Cerber ransomware.

Ransom notes
Ransom notes are displayed after the compromise in order to let the user know that their files are
encrypted and to convince them to pay the ransom fee.

1. Figure: Ransom note in HTA format

2. Figure: Ransom note in text format
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The files containing the ransom notes are dropped on the Windows desktop.

3. Figure: Dropped files
on desktop
The files containing the ransom notes are also dropped in each folder where a file was encrypted.

4. Figure: Dropped and encrypted files
The file name for the files containing the ransom notes are generated according to the pattern of
_READ_THIS_FILE_{RAND}_.hta and _READ_THIS_FILE_{RAND}_.txt.
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Encrypted files
As seen in 4. Figure the encrypted files have the extension of a0ca, and they have a random name
of letters and numbers.
The figure below is a comparison between the original (left) and the encrypted file (right).

5. Figure: Comparison between the original (left) and the encrypted (right) file.
5. Figure visualizes that the encrypted stream starts at offset 0x700 (1792). The content preceding
that offset is the original data.
It was observed that the encrypted file is always larger than the original file by few hundred bytes.
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Temporary files
The ransomware leaves temporary files behind in the temporary folder after it has compromised the
computer. One of such temporary file named to bt.tmp and it has the size of zero bytes. The other
two files both appear to have short name of 4 characters and are few hundred bytes only.

6. Figure: Temporary files left behind
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Runtime behavior
When the ransomware runs it exhibits the following behavior.

Creates mutex
The ransomware creates the mutex named shell.{A1ED73D3-2CCE-DE28-A09A-88F22C8CA647} to
prevent multiple instances from running.
The mutex name is dynamically constructed using the format string "shell.%s" and the resulting
mutex name may vary.

Weakens system security
The ransomware attempts to weaken system security by adjusting network configuration to block
Windows Defender from accessing network. For that it executes a series of netsh commands like
below.
C:\Windows\system32\netsh.exe advfirewall reset
C:\Windows\system32\netsh.exe advfirewall firewall add rule name="QIIaSLf54j"
dir=out action=block program="C:\Program Files\Windows Defender\MpCmdRun.exe
C:\Windows\system32\netsh.exe advfirewall firewall add rule name="yqDqPQuxeR"
dir=out action=block program="C:\Program Files\Windows Defender\MSASCui.exe

It weakens system security in order to enhance its persistence.

Self elevates to perform administrative tasks
The ransomware attempts to self elevate to perform administrative tasks without displaying the
User Account Control (UAC) prompt. It does so via the authorization functions documented by
Microsoft.
The exact method was not analyzed in detail but it was observed that OpenProcessToken with
varying access mask including MAXIMUM_ALLOWED access mask was called during the execution of
the sample.

Searches for files to encrypt
The ransomware creates a dedicated thread to search for files to encrypt later. The search criteria is
based on the configuration data built-into the ransomware.
The search involves the use of FindFirstFile, FindNextFile, and FindClose API functions.
Additionally, it involves the use of PathCombineW, PathFindExtensionW, and PathMatchSpecW
API functions.
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Encrypts the files
When the ransomware completed the search for the files to encrypt, it creates a dedicated thread and
starts encrypting the files via the cryptography functions built-in Windows.
The ransomware specifically uses CryptEncrypt function to encrypt the files. The following
debugger log visualizes the content and the size of the input buffer at the point CryptEncrypt is
called.

7. Figure: Debugger log for CryptEncrypt
The ransomware creates a header of few bytes in size that has the magic value of “FrbR”. The
header will be encrypted with the data.
The following table summarizes the data and the data sizes used during the encryption process.
Data

Size
0x27

“FrbR” header
CryptEncrypt

buffer (first call)

0x63

CryptEncrypt

buffer (second call)

0x8C4

Data preceding encrypted data (5. Figure)

0x700

File before encryption (5. Figure)

0x1000

The numbers add up like this: 0x63 + 0x8C4 + 0x700 – 0x27 = 0x1000
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Displays the ransom note
When the encryption has been completed the ransomware displays the ransom note by opening the
files containing the ransom note. It does so via ShellExecuteW API function like below.

8. Figure: Debugger log for ShellExecuteW

Deletes itself
Before the ransomware terminates it sets the registry key for PendingFileRenameOperations to
get itself deleted later.

9. Figure: Registry entry for self-deletion
Since the destination file name is intentionally omitted in the registry, the operation will be delete
rather than rename.
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Window flashes up
The ransomware is a standalone GUI application. When it’s started the main window is created and
it’s visible for a very short time. The effect of the keypress Alt+Esc is programmatically triggered
via a series of keybd_event calls to switch the focus back to the application the user was using
before the ransomware got executed.
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Configuration
The configuration is built-in the ransomware and is stored in JSON format. This is how the first half
looks like.

10. Figure: First part of configuration
Certain behaviors can be guessed from the configuration. Here are few examples.
The ransomware is designed to encrypt files that match certain criteria. For example, the
ransomware targets certain file types, certain files, or any files in certain folders. Moreover it
encrypts files only if certain language settings are present.
The ransomware doesn’t encrypt very small files at all.
The public key associated with the encryption is stored in the configuration.
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The second half of the configuration looks like this (note that the middle of the configuration is
omitted as it’s just a continuous data stream).

11. Figure: Second part of configuration
The configuration contains the files containing the ransom note.
It also contains IP addresses to establish network connection with. Since the configuration has
send_stat flag set there is reason to think the ransomware broadcasts data from the compromised
computer.
The ransomware is designed to avoid encrypting files in certain folders. The reason it’s avoid
encrypting files is to keep the computer functional.
The configuration suggests the ransomware can be customized at some extent.
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Final Notes
The following configuration was used for the analysis and to produce the report.
Windows 7 32-bit (not up-to-date) running in VirtualBox without network connection (simulated or
physical)
Total Commander
010 Editor
Windbg
Sysinternals Suite
LibreOffice
The report based on the analysis of the following samples.
B8B697094E7D642FE81D3316A88A2A06
B2E4381C419A85777A4466F262EEE7D5

Analysis done by Attila Suszter on 8 June 2017
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